**Notes:**


2. **One-Way 1/2” I.D. Check Valve and Filters May Be Obtained From:** [WWW.STRTAFLO.COM](http://WWW.STRTAFLO.COM), [www.SummitRacing.com](http://www.SummitRacing.com), [WWW.EPRESSHOSEANDFITTINGS.COM](http://WWW.EPRESSHOSEANDFITTINGS.COM), [WWW.KEPNER.COM](http://WWW.KEPNER.COM), NAPA, or Your Choice of Vendors.

3. **Use a Brass Screen Filter in the Oil Pan Prior to the Preoiler, or a Pre-Filter.**

4. **While You Can Mount the Pump Horizontally, Vertically with the Pump *Down* is the Preferred Way.**